Name the “villains” for each main character.
Giuseppe - Stephano (p. 5), Hannah - Miss Wool (p. 28), Frederick - Mrs. Treeless (p. 112) – Mister Diamond (p. 263)

What did Giuseppe find in the harbor?
He found a violin case. (p. 1)

Describe the green violin.
It was mirror smooth, soft to the touch. It had delicate inlay and a scroll carved in the shape of a flower blossom at the head. (p. 2)

From which country did the ship that wrecked along the New England coast at the beginning of The Clockwork Three come from?
France (p. 2)

What street is Stephano’s lair located on?
Crosby street (p. 2)

What is Giuseppe’s “job” title?
Brusker (p. 3)

What is a busker?
A busker is a person who entertains people for money in public places. (p. 3)

Who is Giuseppe’s padrone?
Stephano (p. 2)

What was the corner Giuseppe settled on to play the green violin for the first time?
Basket St. and Old fort Road (p. 4)

How much money did Giuseppe make the first time he played the green violin?
$2.33 (p. 5)

Where did Giuseppe hide the green violin?
Inside Phineas Stroop’s crypt (p. 7)

How long has Giuseppe been in America?
6 years (p. 7)

In The Clockwork Three, what is Giuseppe’s sister’s name?
Marietta (p. 7)

What reminds Giuseppe of his sister in the cemetery?
The angel statue. (p. 7)

What did Giuseppe remember about Italy?
His mother and father gone one day, black veils at the funeral, his uncle’s smelly cottage, a man with a jangling bag of money, his brother and sister crying, (p. 6, 7)

Who did the angel over the tomb remind Giuseppe of?
The angel reminded him of his sister, Marietta. (p. 6)

Name the church where the churchyard was located.
Old Rock Church (p. 6)

Where did Giuseppe hide his money and violin?
He hid it in the back of Mr. Stroop’s tomb? (p. 7)

Why did Giuseppe hide money?
He wanted to go back to Italy and find his brother and sister. (p. 7)

Where was Stephano’s lair located?
It was on Crosby Street. (p. 8)

If Pietro spoke Italian, what would happen?
Stephano would beat him. (p. 9)

How old was Giuseppe?
11 (p. 9)

How much money had Pietro made on the first day he met Giuseppe?
Seventeen cents (p. 10)

Why was Frederick creating an automaton?
He wanted to become a journeyman clockmaker with this impressive accomplishment. (p. 13)

Why did Frederick go to the docks?
Master Branch mentioned a wrecked ship and goods strewn around the harbor. (p. 13)

Who bumped into Frederick at the docks?
A busker boy carrying a violin bumped into Frederick. (p. 14)

Frederick panicked upon seeing someone on the docks. (p. 14)
He saw Mrs. Treeless.

What does Frederick use to make the chest of his clockwork man?
A coal chute (p. 15)

Who gave Frederick directions to Gilbert Square?
A young woman wearing a white apron and a maid’s kerchief, Hannah, gave him directions. (p. 19)

What buildings fronted Gilbert Square?
The Gilbert Hotel, the New Bristol Opera House, the Archer museum and the cathedral were on the square. (p. 20)

Where had Frederick lived before Master Branch’s shop? 
He lived at the orphanage. (p. 21)

What was Frederick’s age? 
13 (p. 23)

What language did Mr. Branch speak when he was quoting? 
Latin (p. 23)

Where did Frederick sleep? 
His bed was in a small room behind the counter in Mr. Branch’s shop. (p. 23)

Where does Frederick keep the clockwork man? 
The basement of the shop (p. 24)

What happened to Hannah’s books? 
She sold them for pennies. (p. 27)

How many books did Hannah once have on the small shelf above the bed? 
Seven books (p. 27)

Where does Hannah work and what does she do there? 
The Gilbert Hotel as a maid (p. 28)

What were Mr. Grumholdt and Miss Wool searching for? 
A treasure (p. 29)

What is Mister Grumholdt’s first name? 
Hans (p. 29)

When Hannah first heard of a hidden treasure, what tale from her book did it remind her of? 
The Tale of Forty Thieves (p. 29)

What does Hannah spritz the hotel sheets with to make them smell nice? 
Rose water (p. 29)

What animal is Madame Pomeroy rumored to have? 
A tiger (p. 30)

What did Hannah Dream of doing if she found a treasure? 
She would buy a home for her family, hire a doctor for her father, and go to school with her sisters. (p. 31)

In *The Clockwork Three*, who is the owner of the hotel?
Mister Twine (p. 32)

Who directed the hotel’s frequent renovations?
Mr. Twine, the hotel owner. (p. 32)

What was Hannah’s father’s occupation?
He was a stonemason. (p. 32 & 36)

How many holly leaves were scattered through the hotel?
62 (p. 32, 243), also 63 – (p. 286)

Who worked in the hotel’s gardens?
Alice was the gardener. (p. 33)

Who hired Hannah as a personal attendant?
Madame Pomeroy. (p. 35)

What is Madame Pomeroy’s full name?
Madame Constance Bernadette Pomeroy (p. 35)

What is a creature brought to life by the spells of Jewish rabbis and mystics called?
A golem (p. 36)

Who is Yakov and what does Madame Pomeroy refer to him as?
He is Madame Pomeroy’s bodyguard and she calls him her golem (p. 36)

What is a golem?
A man made of clay brought to life by Jewish rabbis and mystics (p. 36)

What was Yakov’s job?
He was Madame Pomeroy’s bodyguard. (p. 36)

Describe Yakov and Madame Pomeroy’s special gifts.
Yakov can predict the future and Madame Pomeroy communes with the dead. (p. 36)

What was Hannah’s father’s illness?
Apoplexy; he lost his speech and the strength in his legs. (p. 36)

How old was Hannah?
She was 12. (p. 37)

Who told Hannah that she lied?
Madame Pomeroy. (p. 38)

Who was the girl Frederick asks directions from?
Hannah (p. 42)
What kept Hannah awake at night?
Street noise and a song on the violin kept Hannah awake. (p. 43)

What kind of feathers were on Stephano’s hat?
Peacock feathers (p. 45)

Who said, “If you were careless enough to lose all your money, then you should have gone back out and made more!”?
Stephano (p. 46)

What was Pietro’s instrument?
He played a tin whistle. (p. 50)

What fell out of the broken box while Giuseppe was at the docks?
A brass head (p. 53)

How did Giuseppe stop the gang runners from beating up Fredrick?
By pretending that Frederick was a brusker too and that Ezio was coming to beat him up. (p. 57)

Who rescued Frederick from the big street kids?
Giuseppe rescued Frederick. (p. 57)

What was the favor Giuseppe asked of Frederick?
He asked him to find out the cost of a ticket to Italy. (p. 60)

How much is a boat ticket to Italy?
$45 (p. 60)

Who commissioned a piece from Mr. Branch?
Madame Pomeroy. (p. 63)

How did Frederick recognize Madame Pomeroy’s companion?
He had asked her for directions on the street. (p. 63)

Who would construct Madame Pomeroy’s commission?
Frederick. (p. 64)

Who wanted to possess the automaton collection at the guildhall?
Reginald Diamond. (p. 67)

List three of the automatons kept in the Guild Hall’s private exhibition room.
Miniature old style carriage (p. 67)
Life-size clockwork rooster (p. 67)
A little shepherd boy (p. 68)

Who created a talking bronze head?
Albertus Magnus. (p. 69)
Who said “Put your trust in people, not in clockwork”?
Master Branch (p. 70)

What was Mr. Grumholdt’s job?
He was the Hotel Gilbert manager. (p. 73)

Who is Alice and why does Hannah want to talk to her?
The gardener at the hotel, she knew the history and workings of the hotel better than anyone (p. 78)

How many questions is Hannah allowed to ask Alice?
4, one for each pastry she was brought (p. 80)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what kind of pastries does Hannah bring Alice?
Almond pastries (p. 80)

Where did Mr. Stroop live after his mansion burned?
He lived at the Gilbert Hotel. (p. 82)

Why did Mr. Stroop move into the hotel?
His mansion burned down (p. 82)

What was Alice’s treasure?
Dirt and manure was her gold and the flowers her jewelry. (p. 83)

Who said “dirt and manure are my gold, and these flowers are my jewelry”?
Alice (p. 83)

According to Phineas Stroop’s tombstone, what “held the key to his happiness”?
McCauley (p. 85)

How many lines long was the inscription of Phineas Stroop’s tombstone?
4 lines long (p. 85)

What was the inscription on Mr. Stroop’s tomb?
Here lies Phineas Stroop McCauley held the key to his happiness (p. 85)

Where did Hannah first meet Giuseppe?
She met him in the Old Rock Church churchyard. (p.85)

What held the key to Mister Stroop’s happiness?
McCauley Park held the key. (p. 85, 166)

Where is the best place to sleep in Stephano’s lair?
Under a window in summer and in the middle of the room in the winter (p. 90)
Who said, “You’re too soft Giu. Trust me. You think you’re just feeding a puppy, but it could still turn around and bite you.”?
Alfeo (p. 91)

What does Giuseppe catch Pietro doing instead of working?
Chasing seagulls on the beach (p. 92)

Who was concerned with Giuseppe’s treatment?
Reverend Grey. (p. 93)

What was the color of the woman’s hair who distributed food to Stephano’s boys?
Blonde (p. 98)

Who were Stephano’s bully boys?
Ezio and Paolo were the bully boys. (p. 99)

Who betrayed Giuseppe to Stephano?
Pietro told Stephano about the tomb’s hiding place. (p. 100)

What is the name of the book which Frederick takes from Master Branch’s collection?
The Clockmaker’s Grimoire (p. 106)

What 2 chapters caught Frederick’s attention in The Clockmakers Grimoire?
Of Babbage’s Difference Engine and Of Babbage’s Analytical Engine (p. 106)

Who accompanied Madame to the opera?
Hannah and Frederick went to the opera. (p. 107)

What did Frederick wear to the opera?
He wore a suit [pants, coat and vest] purchased from the tailor, Mr. Hamilton. (p. 110, 111, 117)

What is the name of Master Branch’s tailor?
Mister Hamilton (p. 110)

What is Master Branch’s first name?
Isaiah (p. 111)

In The Clockwork Three, how many years has Frederick been an apprentice to Master Branch?
3 Years (p. 111)

Who is toothless, often smells of whiskey, and has a little white dog?
Mrs. Treeless (p. 112)

Who said, “You see this? I had to shut down the whole loom because of this!”?
Mrs. Treeless (p. 112)

What does Roger Tom use to hit and frighten the orphans?
His belt (p. 113)

When Frederick is forced to fix the loom, what was it that had worked itself loose?
A screw (p. 115)

What period of Frederick’s life caused him “flashbacks” or “cellar memories.”?
His flashbacks are of his years at the orphanage workhouse. (p. 14, 15, 112)

How did Frederick meet Mr. Branch?
The machinist brought Mr. Branch to the orphanage to meet Frederick. (p. 116)

Describe Hannah’s dress for the opera.
It was pale blue satin, royal blue panne velvet applications, embroidered chiffon & lace, and gems of aquamarine. (p. 123)

What color lace does Madam Pomeroy customarily wear?
Black (p. 123)

The bodice of Hannah’s opera dress sparkled with gems of what color?
Aquamarine (p. 123)

Madam Pomeroy claims Hannah needs no makeup, but she does mist Hannah with what?
Rose water (p. 126)

What did Madame Pomeroy take from the safe for Hannah to wear to the opera?
She took out a diamond necklace. (p. 127)

Who said, “Just because you’ve been to school and wear a fancy dress doesn’t make you any better than the rest of us”?
Miss Wool (p. 128)

What type of bird was printed on the paper fan that Madame Pomeroy lets Hannah borrow at the Opera?
A Heron (p. 131)

In *The Clockwork Three*, in what language do the Opera singers sing?
Italian (p. 131)

Name one of the two main characters from the Opera that Hannah, Frederick, and Madame Pomeroy attended.
Alfredo or Violetta (p. 132)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what is the name of the show that Hannah, Frederick, and Madam Pomeroy see at the Opera?
*La Traviata* (p. 133)

Which building did Giuseppe hide in: the Archer Museum or the Opera House?
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The Opera House (p. 135)

Who was chasing Giuseppe through the opera house?
Stephano, Paolo and Ezio were chasing Giuseppe. (p. 135)

How did Giuseppe get off the opera house roof?
He jumped across the gap to the Archer Museum. (p. 138)

What did Giuseppe see through the museum skylight?
He saw the strange bronze head. (p. 140)

Where did Giuseppe first hide after escaping from Stephano?
He hid in McCauley Park. (p. 141)

What did Giuseppe find to eat in McCauley Park?
He drank from the stream (p. 141); he ate blueberries (p. 143), and walnuts (p. 144).

What type of nuts does Giuseppe find to eat in McCauley Park?
Walnuts (p. 144)

Where does Giuseppe decide is the best place to hid from Stephano? Why?
McCauley Park, because it turns wild and Stephano would never go there even if he thought Giuseppe was there. (p. 141)

What did Giuseppe find to eat his first day hiding in the park?
Blueberries and walnuts (p. 143-144)

What type of berries does Giuseppe find to eat in McCauley Park?
Blueberries (p. 144)

What animal kept waking Giuseppe up during his time in McCauley Park?
A squirrel (p. 144)

How many days did Giuseppe roam the park before meeting the warden?
He roamed four days. (p. 145) – went to sleep on the third day and woke late on the fourth day (p. 176)

How old was Frederick when he was sent to the orphanage?
Six years old (p. 152)

In The Clockwork Three, what is the name of the genius who created the Difference Engine and the Analytical Engine?
Babbage (p. 154)

Why does Dr. Morse want to amputate Hannah’s father’s leg?
A bedsore developed and became infected (p. 159)

When will the drug be ready for Hannah’s father?
Between 5 and 7 the next day (p. 161)

What is Hannah’s original plan for getting the $20?  
Ask Madame Pomeroy to loan it to her (p. 162)

In *The Clockwork Three*, how much does the medicine cost for Hannah’s father?  
Twenty dollars (p. 162)

When conducting a séance, Madame Pomeroy claims she is speaking as Evenor, father to the great kings of what?  
Atlantis (p. 164)

What is Madame Pomeroy doing when Hannah sneaks inter her suit?  
Holding a séance with Miss Wool and Mr. Grumholdt to talk to Mr. Stroop (p. 165)

What makes Hannah change her mind about asking Madame Pomeroy for the money?  
She hears Madame Pomeroy call her just a maid (p. 167)

What does Hannah actually do to get the $20?  
Steal Madame Pomeroy’s diamond necklace (p. 168)

Where was the safe?  
It was in Mrs. Pomeroy’s bedroom behind a painting. (p. 168)

Why did Hannah find Walter at the Footstool Tavern?  
She wanted his help to sell the necklace. (p. 169)

Who does Hannah go to to help sell the necklace?  
Walter (p. 169)

What does Walter actually do with the necklace?  
Reports Hannah’s theft to Mr. Grumholdt and Miss Wool (p. 173)

What were Hannah’s whites?  
It was her uniform, an apron and kerchief. (p. 174)

How does Pullman find Giuseppe?  
He hears a squirrel “yelling” at Giuseppe and Giuseppe’s violin (p. 176)

Who does Giuseppe meet in the park after a few days?  
Pullman the warden and Alice (p. 177 and 183)

What was the park warden’s name?  
His name was Pullman. (p. 177)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what is the first name of McCauley Park’s namesake?  
Roland (p. 179)
Who lived within McCauley Park?
Alice lived in McCauley Park. (p. 179) and the park warden (p. 188) possibly

Where is Grover’s Pond located?
It is in McCauley Park. (p. 180)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what is the color of Alice’s front door?
Yellow (p. 181)

What kind of fruit does Giuseppe eat while waiting for Alice to return to her cabin?
Apples (p. 182)

What kind of soup does Giuseppe have at Alice’s house in McCauley Park?
Turtle (p. 184)

Why was Frederick not sleeping most nights?
He was working on the clockwork man. (p. 192) and (p. 193) thinking of returning to the orphanage to speak with Mrs. Treeless.

Why did Frederick return to the orphanage?
He returned to ask Mrs. Treeless about his mother and what her name was. (p. 195, 198)

What kind of factory was part of the orphanage workhouse?
The factory made cloth on power looms. (p. 112, 196)

What large animal did Hannah see in the park?
She saw a cougar. (p. 204)

Where did Mirabel live?
Mirabel lived in McCauley Park. (p. 204)

Who rescued Hannah in the park?
Giuseppe and Pullman rescued Hannah. (p. 204, 205)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what is the name of the cougar in McCauley Park?
Mirabel (p. 206)

Who said, “Well, Pullman had the gun. All I had was a lousy rock“?
Giuseppe (p. 208)

What was Hannah looking for in McCauley Park?
She was looking for Stroop’s treasure. (p. 209)

What was carved on Roland McCauley’s memorial stone that reminds Hannah of her father?
Holly leaves (p. 211)
What did Hannah and Giuseppe find beneath the memorial stone?  
They found nothing. (p. 212)

Why did Hannah need the treasure?  
She needed to buy medicine for her father. (p. 215)

Where did Hannah live?  
She lived in the tenements of Basket Street. (p. 219)

Who gave Hannah medicine for her father?  
Alice gave Hannah medicine. (p. 220)

What was in the mixture that Hannah received?  
A tincture of herbs, and molds gathered in the forest were in the mixture. (p. 221)

What does Alice give Hannah to help her father?  
"a tincture of herbs...and molds gathered around the forest" (p. 221)

What was the result of Hannah’s father taking the medicine?  
He was able to move his feet in time to Giuseppe’s music. (p. 228)

What kind of clockwork do Fredrick and Mr. Branch decide to make for Madam Pomery?  
A miniature merry-go-round (p. 229)

In *The Clockwork Three*, is Madame Pomeroy partial to lighter or darker jewels?  
Darker (p. 232)

What kind of gems did Mrs. Pomeroy like?  
She liked all gems, but was partial to the darker gems. (p. 232)

Why did Mrs. Pomeroy cancel the commission?  
An old enemy was close and she needed to leave. (p. 233)

What does Madame Pomeroy tell Frederick to tell Hannah?  
That she would like to understand (p. 233)

What was Frederick’s mother’s name?  
Maggie or Margaret (p. 236)

Why did Frederick’s mother leave him at the orphanage?  
She was sick with consumption (p. 236)

Who discovered the name of Frederick’s mother?  
Mr. Branch discovered Frederick’s mother’s name. (p. 236)

What was the profession of the man who stopped Frederick in the street and asked, “On your way to see your gal?”
A lamplighter (p. 239)

Who does Hannah’s father say can help her find Mr. Stroop’s treasure?
Mr. Twine (p. 244)

What does Hannah’s father draw along with his clue to the treasure?
A holly leaf (p. 245)

Where did Giuseppe stay after he left Alice’s house?
He stayed in the cellar of the clockmaker’s shop. (p. 248, 249)

Who told Frederick about a clockwork head?
Mr. Branch (p. 69) and Giuseppe told Frederick about a clockwork head. (p. 252)

What is the name of the museum which Hannah, Giuseppe, and Frederick break into?
The Archer Museum (p. 252)

Where was Mrs. Pomeroy going?
She was going to Italy. (p. 254)

How did the children enter the museum at night?
They entered through a rooftop trapdoor. (p. 256)

What does Hannah find when the 3 are in the storage area of the Archer museum?
A piece of clay marked as a piece of golem (p. 258)

In *The Clockwork Three*, Hannah pulls out a piece of golem from a box. What city did the box say it was from?
Prague (p. 258)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what is the piece of golem made out of?
Clay (p. 258)

Name the people chasing Frederick in the museum?
Reginald Diamond, Mr. Clod and Mr. Slag. (p. 262, 263)

What are the names of the three men who catch Hannah, Frederick, and Giuseppe in the museum?
Mr. Clod, Mr. Slag, and Reginald Diamond (p. 262-263)

Who is Reginald Diamond?
The caretaker of the museum (p. 263)

Who though that Giuseppe was dead?
Pietro thought that Giuseppe was dead. (p. 267)

Who does Frederick run into on his way home after stealing the bronze head?
Pietro (p. 267)
Which was the first part of the Magnus head to move after Frederick combined it with the body? The eyes. The head opened its eyes. (p. 272)

What is the first word the bronze head says? Cur (p. 272)

What language does Frederick think the head is speaking and how does he come to that conclusion? Latin, because Albertus Magnus was a friar and they all spoke Latin (p. 274)

What language did the head speak? It spoke Latin. (p. 274)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what nationality was Albertus Magnus? German (p. 274)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what word in English is the first word said by the Magnus Head? Why (p. 275)

What does “Cur” mean? Why (p. 275)

What does Frederick ask in reply and what does it mean? “Quid cur” it means “Why what” (p. 275-276)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what is the Latin word for “because”? Quia (p. 276)

A tag attached to the piece of golem taken by Hannah states that the piece is a fragment from what part of a golem? The forehead (p. 278)

What did Hannah accidentally take from the museum? She took a piece of clay from a golem. (p. 278)

What English phrase does Hannah suggest Frederick use to get the Magnus head to say something else? “I don’t know.” (p. 281-282)

What answer finally satisfies the bronze head? I don’t know or Ego non scio (p. 282)

Who does Miss Wool appoint to be Madame Pomeroy’s personal assistant after Hannah? Abigail (p. 284)

Mister Twine intends to bring what technological advancement to the hotel, starting with his own suite? Electricity (p. 285)
How many holly leaves did Hannah’s father carve throughout the hotel? 
Sixty-four: 62 in main hotel + 1 in Twine’s suite + 1 in hidden passageway (p. 286 & 287)

How does Hannah open the secret passage in Mr. Twine’s Suite? 
By pressing a holly leaf in an alcove (p. 286)

What happened when Hannah pressed the holly leaf in the alcove? 
The back of the alcove slid away and a passage way was revealed. (p. 286)

Who discovered Hannah in Mr. Stroop’s library? 
Miss Wool discovered Hannah. (p. 289)

In The Clockwork Three, Hannah tells Miss Wool that Stroop’s fortune only equaled how much? 
One hundred twenty-three dollars (p. 292)

Who witnessed Mr. Stroop’s will? 
Mr. Twine was the witness. (p. 293)

What was the original body of the Magnus head made of? 
Metal, wax, leather, and glass (p. 294)

Who told Frederick how to attach the head to the clockwork body? 
The head itself told Frederick. (p. 294)

In The Clockwork Three, what did the clockwork man lacked that allowed people to “live, and hurt, and love”? 
The heart (p. 295)

What does Hannah do with the piece of golem? 
Gives Frederick’s clockwork man a heart with it (p. 296)

What happens after Hannah puts the golem in the clockwork man? 
He comes to life and runs away (p. 296-297)

In The Clockwork Three, who from the Museum accuses Frederick of theft? 
Mister Diamond (p. 298)

Who came to search Mr. Branch’s shop? 
Mr. Diamond came to search the shop. P. 299)

What are the consequences of a clockmakers apprentice who steals? 
They are barred for life from joining the guild (p. 300-301)

In The Clockwork Three, who hit Ezio with a crowbar allowing Giuseppe to escape? 
Pietro (p. 306)
In *The Clockwork Three*, what is the name of the church attached to the cemetery where Mister Stroop is buried?
Old Rock Church (p. 306)

Where did Giuseppe seek sanctuary while escaping Ezio & Paolo?
Giuseppe ran to the church. (p. 307)

Why did Giuseppe go with Ezio and Paolo?
He was trying to protect Reverend Grey. (p. 308)

Who said, “I no like rats”?
Pietro (p. 310)

In *The Clockwork Three*, who came from a fishing village and was stolen while playing in his yard?
Pietro (p. 310)

What did Giuseppe’s father do for a job back in Italy?
He was a shepard. (p. 311)

What color handkerchief did Giuseppe’s mother always wear over her hair?
Blue (p. 311)

Which member of Giuseppe’s family also played the fiddle?
His father (p. 311)

Why can’t the police help Giuseppe after he’s attacked?
Because it is a matter between an employer and employee (p. 313)

What are street musicians like Giuseppe and Stephano’s other boys called?
Buskers (p. 313)

What were employers like Stephano called?
Padrones (p. 313)

What was the automaton’s disguise when he was out of the shop?
He was wearing a cloak with a hood. (p. 314)

When Frederick attempts to sneak up on the clockwork man and turn him off, where is the button he hopes to hit located at?
The back of its head. (p. 315)

Where was the clockwork man found after he ran away from the shop?
He was on the riverbank near the quay. (p.315)

What was the automaton’s second language?
It was English. He learned it. (p. 316)
Who sent the police to Hannah’s apartment?
Miss Wool sent the police. (p. 321)

What did the automaton repeat when he began to tremble, rattle and quake?
He said, “There is something different.” (p. 317, 318, 323, 327, 333)

Who entered Stephano’s lair first to rescue Giuseppe?
The automaton went in first. (p. 324)

Who rescued the automaton from the buskers?
Mr. Clod and Mr. Slag went to his rescue. (p. 325)

Why had Frederick not trusted Mr. Branch?
Fear and anger kept Frederick from trusting Mr. Branch. (p. 331)

Who helped Frederick repair the automaton?
Mr. Branch helped. (p. 332)

What made the automaton different?
The clay “heart” from the museum made him, different. (p. 334)

Who was to return the clockwork head to Mr. Diamond?
Mr. Branch would return the head. (p.337)

The mansions found in the hills above the city with their “high windows and lavish gardens” remind Hannah of what from her fairy stories?
Castles (p. 338)

What did Hannah admit to herself and then breakdown?
She said, “I am not fine.” (p. 339)

When Hannah looks down at the city and sees it as a living thing, what part of the body does she think Gilbert Square would be?
The heart (p. 341)

What color hair did Mister Twine have in his youth?
Red hair (p. 341)

What does Mister Twine is “a precious commodity” and he should acquire?
Friends (p. 342)

Who visited Mr. Twine at his mansion?
Miss Wool, Frederick, and Hannah visited the mansion. (p. 342)

What was Anton Gilbert’s occupation?
He was a builder. (p. 346)

Why was the Archer Museum built?
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It was built to house Archer Gilbert’s massive collection of artifacts. (p. 346)

Which Gilbert brother created the Opera house and the hotel?
Anton Gilbert (p. 346)

Which Gilbert brother created the Archer Museum?
Archer Gilbert (p. 346)

Who were the cities founders?
Gilbert and McCauley (p. 346)

Why was Archer Gilbert so upset about the legacy running out on the park?
He realized that mankind was insignificant and his brother was going to expand the city over the park (p. 347)

Which Gilbert brother turned all of his wealth over to the legacy of McCauley Park?
Archer Gilbert (p. 347)

What did Archer Gilbert do with his wealth?
He turned it over to the legacy of McCauley Park. (p. 347)

Which three men left their wealth to maintain the city’s park?
McCauley, Archer Gilbert, Strop (p. 347)

How did Archer stop Anton’s plans?
He put all his money into the legacy for the park and went to live in the woods.

What does Mr. Twine offer Hannah and Miss Wool?
They can take Strop’s money, stay silent about Twine not honoring the will and let Twine build over the park OR leave the money with Twine who will then honor the will (p. 348)

What was Strop’s treasure?
The park (p. 349)

What does Hannah decide to do with Twine’s offer?
Let the money go to the park (p. 349)

Who fired Miss Wool?
Mr. Twine fired Miss Wool. (p. 350)

Who was the new “Head of Maids” at the hotel?
Hannah was the new “Head of Maids”. (P. 350 &351)

What does Hannah get instead of the treasure?
Miss Wool’s job and a raise (p. 350)

Who knew about the secret passages in the hotel?
Hannah, Miss Wool, Mr. Twine, Mister Stroop? and Hannah’s father knew of the secret passages. (p. 289, 351)

What hospital does Frederick find record of his mother?
Orchard Street Hospital (p. 352)

Why were Hannah and Frederick at the Orchard Street Hospital?
Frederick wanted to speak with the nurse who took care of his mother and learn about his mother. (p. 353)

What did Frederick’s mother do while she was in the hospital?
She comforted other patients. She sat with them and sang for them. (p. 353)

Where is Frederick’s mother buried?
Old Rock Churchyard (p. 354)

How did Frederick’s father die?
He was lost at sea. (p. 354)

Who gave Giuseppe money for travel?
Hannah gave Giuseppe money. (p. 358)

Where did Hannah get money to share?
Mr. Twine gave Hannah money for new dresses. (p. 350 & 358)

Who bought the ticket for Giuseppe?
Frederick bought the ticket. (p. 359)

How much money does Hannah give to Giuseppe?
$50 (p. 359)

What was Stephano’s message to Giuseppe?
His message was “If you want your reverend to remain unharmed, you’ll bring the green violin to the Old Rock Church.” (p. 360)

What did Rev. Grey have to protect Giuseppe from Stephano?
He had a copy of the new law. (p. 365)

What new law is passed near the end of the book?
The law no longer recognizes padrones as legitimate businessmen (p. 365)

Inside the church, what did Giuseppe call Stephano?
He called him a coward. (p. 367)

What crashed through the church window?
A large figure in dark robes – the Russian, Yakov crashed through the window. (p. 369)
In *The Clockwork Three*, what kind of animal is Yakov’s gun shaped like?
A tiger (p. 369)

Who killed Stephano?
Yakov shot Stephano. (p. 369)

Who saves Giuseppe from Stephano in the end?
Yakov (p. 369)

In what way does Madame Pomeroy travel with a tiger?
Yakov’s gun is shaped like a tiger (p. 370)

What did Mrs. Pomeroy want to buy from Giuseppe?
She wanted to buy the green violin. (p. 374)

What was Mrs. Pomeroy’s offer to Giuseppe?
She wanted him to travel with her to Italy and play his violin throughout the royal courts of the Old Country. (p. 374)

Who said, “No offense, ma’am, but I can buy my own ticket.”?
Giuseppe (p. 375)

How does Giuseppe find a way home to Italy?
Madame Pomeroy signs as his guardian so he can leave the city with her (p. 375)

Who promised to looked after Stephano’s boys until homes could be found for them?
Reverend Grey (p. 376)

In *The Clockwork Three*, what building was decorated with a giant clock?
The Opera House (p. 377)

What was Giuseppe doing as the ship left the shore?
He was playing the green violin. (p. 381)

What was Frederick’s final journeyman project?
It was a clockwork bird on a metal branch. (p. 385)

What was the bird’s secret?
Its secret was small cards that each held a different song. (p. 385, 386)

List several things that inspired Frederick’s final journeyman project?
The guild’s clockwork rooster (p. 385), from a book he read (p. 385), from his work on the orphanage’s looms (p. 385), and the song that his mother sang. (p. 386)

What was the first name of the real boy who inspired the character Giuseppe in *The Clockwork Three*?
Joseph (p. 391 “About the Author”)
What is a padrone?
A padrone is an employer and guardian. (p. 313)
A businessman who enslaves boys to earn money for him is a padrone. (p. 365)
A person who secures employment especially for Italian immigrants (Merriam-Webster dictionary online)